Abstract. Biological and medical researchers have discovered numerous transcription factors (TFs), microRNAs (miRNAs) and genes associated with Burkitt lymphoma (BL) through individual experiments; however, their regulatory mechanisms remain unclear. In the present study, BL-dysregulated and BL-associated networks were constructed to investigate these mechanisms. All data and regulatory associations were from known data resources and literature. The dysregulated network consisted of dysregulated TFs, miRNAs and genes, and partially determined the pathogenesis mechanisms underlying BL. The BL-associated network consisted of BL-associated TFs, miRNAs and genes. It has been indicated that the network motif consisted of TFs, miRNAs and genes serve potential functions in numerous biological processes within cancer. Two of the most studied network motifs are feedback loop (FBL) and feed-forward loop (FFL). The important network motifs were extracted, including the FBL motif, 3-nodes FFL motif and 4-nodes motif, from BL-dysregulated and BL-associated networks, and 10 types of motifs were identified from BL-associated network. Finally, 26/31 FBL motifs, 45/75 3-nodes FFL motifs and 54/94 4-nodes motifs were obtained from the dysregulated/associated networks. A total of four TFs (E2F1, NFKB1, E2F4 and TCF3) exhibit complicated regulation associations in BL-associated networks. The biological network does not demonstrate the dysregulated status for healthy people. When the individual becomes unwell, their biological network exhibits a dysregulated status. If the dysregulated status is regulated to a normal status by a number of medical methods, the diseases may be treated successfully. BL-dysregulated networks serve important roles in pathogenesis mechanisms underlying BL regulation of the dysregulated network, which may be an effective strategy that contributes to gene therapy for BL.
Introduction
Burkitt lymphoma (BL) is a highly aggressive, mature, B-cell lymphoma, and a type of non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL), and is associated with the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and oncogene (MYC) (1) . BL is diagnosed in between 30 and 70 children per million and accounts for 82% of all NHLs in children and adolescents in equatorial African countries (2) . The highest incidence rates of BL are located in tropical African countries, including Malawi, Uganda, Nigeria and Niger, with other African countries having notably lower incidence rates, which are similar to those of highly developed countries (3) .
Transcription factors (TFs) and microRNAs (miRNA) are two types of key gene regulatory factors in multicellular genomes (4) , which regulate gene expression at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels, respectively. TFs are proteins that bind to specific DNA sequences in the gene promoter region, activating or repressing gene expression (5, 6) . miRNAs are endogenous, small, non-coding RNA molecules [~22 nucleotides (nt) long], which silences mRNA expression via base-pairing with complementary sequences (7) . They function as either tumor suppressors or oncogenes, and influence numerous cancer processes, including proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis (8, 9) .
MiRNAs and TFs are key gene regulatory factors and can form certain network motifs (10) . These motifs serve potential roles in numerous biological processes, including the occurrence and development of a number of diseases. For example, Li et al (11) identified that certain miRNA-TF synergistic regulatory motifs in human lung cancer influence proliferation and cell cycle of non-small cell lung cancer. Hsieh et al (12) identified that there are numerous crosstalking motif interconnections, and hypothesized that certain network motifs serve a function in cancer formation. Zhang et al (13) summarized the types of feed-back loops (FBLs) and feed-forward loops (FFLs), and reviewed their behaviors and functions according to biological processes and diseases. Among them, two of the most-studied network motifs are FBLs and FFLs. FBL is a motif where TFs and miRNAs regulate each other; whereas, FFL is a motif where TFs and miRNAs together regulate a common target gene, and TFs regulate miRNAs or miRNAs target TFs. FBL and FFL motifs have positive and negative roles in a number of biological processes with the FBL motif serving as a switch, for example lsy-6 and miR-273 contribute to a bistable switch in ASE neurons of Caenorhabdtis elegans (14) , with the FFL motif serving as a buffer, for example miR-7 and Yan form coherent FFL motifs involved in the specification of photoreceptor cells in the Drosophila melanogaster eye (15) . These motifs serve important roles in gene regulation in mammalians (16) .
A number of miRNAs are coded from their associated genes, and the other miRNAs are coded from introns (17) . In the transcription process, the majority of miRNAs are independently transcribed, whereas other miRNAs are transcribed together with their host gene (17) , demonstrating a coupled regulation between miRNA and the protein-coding gene. A number of studies determined that intronic miRNA and its host gene are coordinately expressed, and they frequently function together in biological processes of diseases (18, 19) .
Up to now, biological and medical researchers have discovered numerous TFs, miRNAs and genes associated with BL through individual experiments. Among them, the dysregulated miRNAs, TFs and genes serve important roles in various BL regulation processes processions, such as deregulation of the tumor protein 53 (TP53) pathway in pediatric BL, and increased expression of mouse double minute 4 human homolog of P53 binding protein could deregulate the TP53 pathway in paediatric BL cases (20) . Additionally, the expression of miR-143 and miR-145 was consistently low in human BL cell lines, and thus they may be useful as biomarkers of B-cell malignancies (21) . Dysregulated elements functioning together may result in the occurrence of BL; whereas, other non-dysregulated elements may serve smaller roles in BL, such as DUSP16, a novel, epigenetically-regulated determinant of c-Jun N-terminal kinase activation in BL (22) , and miR-146a, the induction of which serves a role in the induction or maintenance of EBV latency in type III BL cells (23) . Notably, BL-associated elements include BL-dysregulated elements.
Although these BL-associated elements were determined one by one, their regulatory mechanisms remain largely unknown. A previous study indicated that the occurrence of complex diseases is not the result of a single gene, but due to multiple genetic variants and environmental risk factors (24) . In the present study, the focus was on BL-associated TFs, miRNAs and genes, as well as their validated regulatory associations (TFs→miRNAs, TFs→genes, miRNAs→genes and host gene→miRNA;→represents regulatory relation, meaning that the former regulates the latter), in order to investigate their mechanisms in BL. All data were collected from public databases. In the present study, the dysregulated elements included TFs, miRNAs and genes that had: Genetic mutations; deletions; abnormal expression; single nucleotide polymorphisms; inactivation; overexpression; low expression; downregulation; upregulation; or differential expression. The associated elements included dysregulated and non-dysregulated elements. Based on dysregulated and associated elements, the dysregulated and associated networks of BL were constructed separately, then the two networks were systematically investigated to determine the features and key network motifs (2-nodes FBL motifs, 3-nodes FFL motifs and 4-nodes motifs). Due to FFL motifs serving important roles in a number of diseases (25, 26) , this type of motif was constructed with the P-match method (27) , and it was combined with the 1,000 nt promoter region sequences of dysregulated miRNA targets. The workflow of the present study was depicted in Fig. 1 , and further information was described in the materials and methods. The understanding of the dysregulated network will improve the knowledge regarding the pathogenesis of BL, and the understanding of the associated network will contribute to the prevention and therapy of BL.
Materials and methods
BL-associated genes. BL-associated genes were collected from the DisGeNET (version 4.0) (28), MalaCards (29) , Phenopedia (30) and PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/pubmed) databases. DisGeNET (28) is an open platform that integrates the information regarding the amount of gene-disease associations from a number of public data sources and literature. MalaCards (29) is a searchable database integrating human maladies and their annotations. Phenopedia (30) is a web-based application used to search for summarized information regarding human genetic associations with genes or diseases from PubMed. DisGeNET, MalaCards and Phenopedia provided relevant files regarding disease-genes, which were imported into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). In the PubMed database, the search terms 'Burkitt lymphoma' and 'gene' were used, and the date was set from 2010 to present. A large number of study abstracts were reviewed for BL-associated genes and these genes were also listed in the spreadsheet. Experimentally-validated data were divided into two types: Dysregulated and non-dysregulated genes. All symbols of genes were unified by the official symbols of the NCBI gene database (https://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/gene). The unique gene IDs were used as key indexes and duplicated genes were removed.
BL-associated miRNAs. BL-associated miRNAs were collected from the Human microRNA Disease Database (HMDD; version 2.0) (31), miR2Disease (32), PhenomiR (33) and PubMed databases. HMDD (31) is a database containing experimentally-validated human miRNA-disease associations from original papers. miR2Disease (32) is a manually curated database providing a comprehensive resource regarding miRNA in various human diseases, by reviewing numerous published papers. PhenomiR (33) is a knowledgebase providing miRNA-disease and miRNA-biological processes associations from a number of studies. HMDD, miR2Disease and PhenomiR provided relevant data regarding disease-miRNAs which were imported into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel.
In the PubMed database, the search terms 'Burkitt lymphoma' and 'miRNA' were used, and the date was set from 2010 to present. Numerous abstracts were read and any BL-associated miRNAs identified were also added to the spreadsheet. Experimentally-validated data were divided into dysregulated and non-dysregulated miRNAs. All symbols of miRNAs were unified by the official symbols of the NCBI gene database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene). The unique miRNA IDs were used as key indexes and duplicated miRNAs were removed.
TF-miRNA. TF-miRNA validated associations were collected from TransmiR (version 1.2) (34), a database containing 735 TF-miRNA regulatory pairs that were manually curated from published literature. TransmiR provides spreadsheet containing TF-miRNAs to the user.
TF-gene. TF-gene validated associations were collected from TRANScription FACtor (TRANSFAC; version 11.4) (35) and Open REGulatory ANNOtation (ORegAnno) (36) databases. TRANSFAC (35) is a database containing eukaryotic TFs, their genomic binding sites (TFBSs) and DNA-binding profiles. This database provides details on TFs and their features, DNA-binding sites and relevant targets, extracted from public literature. ORegAnno (36) is an open access database containing regulatory regions, TFBSs, RNA binding sites, regulatory variants and other regulatory elements. Data from ORegAnno are extracted from the literature and highly curated resources. TRANSFAC and ORegAnno provide data regarding TF-genes, which were imported into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel. All symbols of TFs and genes were unified by the official symbols of the NCBI gene database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene). The unique TF and gene IDs were used as key indexes and any duplications of regulatory associations between TFs and genes were removed.
Host gene of miRNA. Host gene-miRNA associations were collected from National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) gene database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/), a comprehensive gene database covering a wide range of species and including detailed gene information. Each BL-associated miRNA symbol was input into the search field of the NCBI gene database. In the genomic context section of each return page, host genes of miRNAs were extracted and placed in a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel. All symbols of genes and miRNAs were unified by the official symbols of the NCBI gene database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene). The unique gene and miRNA IDs were used as key indexes and any duplications of association between miRNAs and genes were removed.
miRNA-gene. miRNA-gene validated associations were collected from Tarbase (version 7.0) (37), miRTarBase (version 6) (38) and miRecords (version 4) (39). Tarbase (37) is a manually curated database that contains 100,000s of miRNA-gene pairs that have been experimentally identified. In this database, the focus is on regulatory pairs extracted by western blot analysis, northern blot analysis and quantitative PCR (qPCR). miRTarBase (38) also provides experimentally-validated miRNA-gene pairs. MiRTarBase (version 6.0) contains 7,439 strongly-validated miRNA-gene pairs and 348,007 miRNA-gene pairs from CLIP-seq. This database contains strongly-validated regulatory pairs extracted by western blot analysis, northern blot analysis, qPCR, and other reporter assays. MiRecords (39) is another resource containing animal miRNA-gene pairs. It contains validated targets from literature curation and predicted targets from 11 established miRNA target prediction programs. Tarbase, miRTarBase and miRecords provided data regarding miRNA-genes which were copied into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel. All symbols including TFs, miRNAs and genes were unified by the official symbol of the NCBI gene database. The unique TF, gene and miRNA IDs were used as key indexes and any duplications of associations between TFs, miRNAs and genes were removed.
Networks construction. Based on experimentally-validated regulatory data consisting of: TFs→miRNAs; TFs→genes; miRNAs→genes; and host gene→miRNAs, the TFs and miRNAs co-regulatory network was constructed by combining these regulatory pairs. This network was named the validated regulatory network.
Based on BL-associated data consisting of TFs, miRNAs and their host gene, genes, and the validated regulatory network, the BL-associated network was constructed. Firstly, theses nodes were mapped onto the validated regulatory network. Secondly, these regulatory data was extracted to construct the BL-associated regulatory network. Lastly, the BL-associated regulatory network and other BL-associated data, that did not contain regulatory associations with other TFs, genes and miRNAs, were combined into a network that was designated the BL-associated network (Fig. 2) .
According to the features of FBLs and FFLs network motifs described in the introduction, network motifs were manually extracted from the BL-associated network. A total of 10 types of motif were identified (Fig. 3) .
In total, 4 TFs (E2F1, NFKB1, E2F4 and TCF3) exhibited complicated regulatory relations in the BL-associated network, with maximum in-and out-degrees, which alongside miRNAs form network motifs (Fig. 4) .
Using a similar method that was used to construct the BL-dysregulated network, the dysregulated data (TFs, miRNAs and genes in BL) was mapped onto the validated regulatory network and these regulatory data was extracted to construct the BL-dysregulated regulatory network. Lastly, the network and other BL-dysregulated data, that did not contain regulatory associations with other TFs, genes and miRNAs, were combined into the called BL-dysregulated network. The software (version 2.8.2) (40) was used to visualize the network. Dysregulated expression was present in three modes: Upregulation, downregulation and no expression. Table I presents statistical data regarding BL-associated network. BL-associated data include associated genes, miRNAs, TF-miRNA pairs, TF-gene pairs, host gene-miRNA pairs and miRNA-gene pairs. BL-associated genes were collected from five data sources and 320 genes were identified. BL-associated miRNAs were collected from four data sources and 25 miRNAs were identified. BL-associated TF-miRNA pairs were collected from TransmiR and 64 pairs were identified. BL-associated TF-gene pairs were collected from two data sources and 534 pairs were identified. BL-associated host gene-miRNA pairs were collected from the NCBI gene database and 24 pairs were identified. BL-associated miRNA-gene pairs were collected from three data sources and 256 pairs were identified. According to the type of nodes and type of regulatory associations, statistical data, including number of nodes and edges from BL-associated network and BL-dysregulated network, were manually extracted (Table II) .
Predicted FFL motif. The predicted FFL motifs were constructed with the following method. Firstly, the 1,000 nt promoter region sequences of BL-associated genes targeted by dysregulated miRNAs were downloaded from UCSC (41); subsequently, the regulatory relations between the aforementioned dysregulated miRNAs and aforementioned targets in the BL-associated network were focused on and miRNA-gene pairs were extracted from the BL-associated network. Secondly, TFs of the aforementioned targets were predicted with the 1,000 nt promoter region sequences of the genes and the P-match method, and then the TF-gene pairs were obtained. The P-Match method is able to identify TFBSs in DNA sequences, and includes a matrix library as well as sets of known TFBSs collected from TRANSFAC. In the present study, the vertebrate matrixes and restricted high quality matrixes were used. The high quality criterion denotes the following: The threshold rate for a false negative result was set at 50% (threshold value is 0.5), and a threshold was also set to differentiate positive from false positive results. Matrixes which produce the highest number of false positive results are defined as low quality. Thirdly, the focus was only on the predicted TFs included in transmiR and BL-associated miRNAs; subsequently, the corresponding TF-miRNA pairs were extracted from transmiR, and then the TF-miRNA pairs were obtained. Lastly, the TF-gene, TF-miRNA and miRNA-gene pairs were combined, and then FFL motifs were obtained. Table II . Statistical data regarding dysregulated and associated networks in Burritt lymphoma.
Number of nodes
Number of edges ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- According to types of motifs, statistical data, including number of 3-nodes FFLs, number of 4-nodes motifs and number of 2-nodes FBLs, were manually extracted from the BL-associated and BL-dysregulated networks (Table III) . Fig. 2 depicts the BL-associated network, which includes dysregulated and non-dysregulated elements. Notably, the BL-associated network includes the dysregulated network. Table II displays the statistical data of the two networks. Although 14 host genes are not dysregulated, they may serve a role in the BL-associated processes. The dysregulated network partially reveals the pathogenesis of BL. The associated network not only partially demonstrated the regulatory mechanism underlying the occurrence of BL, but also determined a number of regulatory mechanisms associated with the prevention and therapy of BL.
Results

BL-associated network.
The key network motifs were manually extracted from the BL-associated network. Fig. 3 depicts 10 types of key network motifs, consisting of TFs, miRNAs and targets in the BL-associated network. Fig. 3A depicts the FBL motif, a type of key regulator associated with cancer, in which TFs and miRNAs interact with each other. Fig. 3B depicts the TF-regulated FFL motif, where TFs and miRNAs together regulate a target gene, TFs regulate miRNAs and TFs serve as regulatory initiators. Fig. 3C depicts the miRNA-regulated FFL motif, where TFs and miRNAs together regulate a target gene, miRNAs regulate TFs and miRNAs serve as regulatory initiators. Fig. 3D depicts the composite FFL motif, where TFs and miRNAs together regulate a target gene and miRNAs and TFs regulate each other. Fig. 3E and F depict two types of 4 nodes miRNA-regulated motifs, in Fig. 3E , miRNAs regulate a target gene and a TF, which regulates another TF that regulates the target gene regulated by the miRNAs, in Fig. 3F , miRNAs regulate two TFs, which together regulate a target gene, and miRNAs serve as regulatory initiators. Fig. 3G and H depict two types of 4-nodes TF-regulated motifs, in Fig. 3G , TFs regulate a miRNA and a TF, which regulates a target gene regulated by the miRNA, in Fig. 3H , TFs regulate a miRNA and a target gene, which is regulated by a TF regulated by the miRNA, and TFs serve as regulatory initiators, Fig. 3I and J depict two types of 4-nodes composite motifs, which are similar to the aforementioned two types (miRNA-regulated and TF-regulated) of 4-nodes motif, however, in these types the miRNAs and TFs regulate each other. Regulatory network of predicted TF in the BL-associated network. Finally, 38 predicted TFs were obtained. Among these TFs, E2F TF1 (E2F1), nuclear factor κB subunit 1 (NFKB1) and E2F4 are dysregulated genes, and TF3 (TCF3) is an associated and non-dysregulated gene. Fig. 4 depicts the direct regulatory associations of four TFs in the BL-associated network. E2F1 regulates 57 targets, and among them, 13 genes are dysregulated, with the others being non-dysregulated. E2F1 regulates 10 miRNAs, and among them, nine miRNAs are dysregulated and one miRNA is non-dysregulated, with five TFs regulating E2F1 and six miRNAs targeting E2F1. E2F1, its targets and these miRNAs form 38 FFLs and six FBLs. E2F4 regulates 79 targets, and among them, 21 genes are dysregulated, with the others being non-dysregulated. NFKB1 regulates eight miRNAs, which are all dysregulated, five TFs [E2F1, E2F4, GATA binding protein 2, RB transcriptional corepressor-like 2 (RBL2) and SMARCA4] regulate NFKB1, nine miRNAs target NFKB1 and six miRNAs form six FBLs. TCF3 regulates three targets (GLI family zinc finger 1, V-set pre-B cell surrogate light chain 1 and nuclear receptor subfamily 0 group B member 2), which are all non-dysregulated, four TFs (E2F1, E2F4, RBL2 and SMARCA4) regulate TCF3 and two miRNAs (miR-145 and miR-17) target TCF3.
Discussion
In the present study, the BL-dysregulated and BL-associated networks were constructed. These networks determined a portion of the regulatory mechanism of genes and miRNAs on BL. In the dysregulated network, all of the nodes had dysregulated expression, except a number of host genes that did not have dysregulated expression. The biological network does not exhibit a dysregulated status for healthy people. When an individual becomes unwell, their biological network demonstrates a dysregulated status. If the dysregulated status is regulated to a normal status by a number of medical methods, the diseases may be treated successfully. BL-dysregulated networks serve important roles in pathogenesis mechanisms underlying BL, and the regulation of the dysregulated network may be an effective strategy that contributes to gene therapy for BL.
In the dysregulated network, a number of single nodes, that do not have regulatory associations with other nodes, serve important roles in portions of the BL progression process, including apoptosis regulator BHRF1 which functions as a survival factor in Wp-restricted BL and rescued the cells from the apoptosis induced by dnEBNA1 expression (42) , is deleted in lung and esophageal cancer 1, and is a modulator of proliferation, apoptosis and migration in BL (43) . The mechanism underlying their influence on the progression of BL requires further research. A number of dysregulatory-expressed nodes not only formed dysregulated regulatory pathways, such as E2F1→MYC, TP53→miR-20a→B-cell lymphoma 2 and E2F4→MYC→miR-19b-1→cyclin D1, but also form a number of key network motifs, such as FBL motifs (phosphatase and tensin homolog↔miR-19a and MYB↔miR-155), 3-nodes FFL motif (E2F1→BCL2 and E2F1→miR-18a→BCL2) a nd 4 -no d es mot i f (m i R-17→R BL 2→M YC a n d miR-17→TP53→MYC). The mechanisms underlying the dysregulated regulatory pathways and network motifs influencing the occurrence, development and therapy of BL require further research in order to determine them. 
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